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BOOKNOTES
POLITICS & THE PRESS. Edited by Richard W. Lee. Washington,
D.C.: Acropolis Books, 1970. Pp. 186. $6.95.
Does the relationship of the powerful political machine to the
media of mass communication become one of active news maker to
passive news reporter, or does it go beyond such categorical niceties?
This question and the varied complexities arising from it became the
total product of the work of eleven journalism and communications
scholars in the 1969 Distinguished Lecture Series of the Department
of Journalism, University of Maryland, upon which this book is based.
Such topics explored include the role of the press in presidential
politics, the struggle by the press to create a balance with the
power of government, and the selection and screening process by
each as to what news should and should not be reported. In addition,
both the press and politics are examined in their coexisting functions
as adversaries; using, exploiting and manipulating the other to further
its own goals, sometimes in the role of truth inhibitor, and often
under the guise of truth crusader. With the upcoming national elections in the not too distant future, this book can be an invaluable tool
for analysis of the mass of projected verbiage which will confront
the average voter.
R.D.P.
Tbm OPEN CONSPIRACY: WaAT AwMCA'S ANGRY GERMATION IS
SAYING. By Ethel Grodzins Romm, et al. Harrisburg, Pa.:
Stackpole Books, 1970. Pp. 256. $6.95.
One of the most dynamic elements of the student or youth "revolution" is the growth of a huge movement of underground press. And
yet unfortunately the readership of this press is almost solely limited
to the members of the youthful groups out of which it has arisen.
This, however, is not particularly unusual. It is a disgustingly common
American trait to read only those with whom we agree. (How many
people read both The National Review and The New Republic, or
Human Events and The Progressive?) The greatest exposure that
most people have to the underground press is the leering comments
made by Johnny Carson about the L.A. Free Press on his occasional
forays to Burbank. Admittedly one of the problems which people
would incur even if they wanted to read their local underground
newspaper would be finding it. They aren't delivered to the door-
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step by a kid out of Norman Rockwell. Ethel Romm, in The Open
Conspiracy, has alleviated this problem. Her book is, in large part,
the actual raw material culled from the streetcorner underground
newspapers from across the country. From the L.A. Free Press, to
the Berkeley Barb, to the Great Speckled Bird, to the East Village
Other, and on. "These writers and artists cry savagely, sometimes
hilariously, always exuberantly for radical change or revolution, yet
refuse, flamboyantly, to hide their spirit of outrage in a cloak of
secrecy." Mrs. Romm's commentary cogently analyzes and explains
the underground press phenomenon. The Open Conspiracy provides
a wealth of hitherto unavailable material in a most interesting format.
Those who are easily offended will be. But those who are truly
interested in "what America's angry generation is saying" will find
much of it here.
C.G.P.
M=Arrny JUSTICE IS TO JUSncE AS MArrAY Music is To Music. By

Robert Sherrill. New York, New York: Harper & Row, 1970.
Pp. 234. $6.95.
Sherrill's book is a stinging indictment of the totalitarianism and
barbarism that pass as justice in the military. It is a Catch-22 come
alive for the 100,000 servicemen court-martialed every year. These
individuals receive no right to bail, no right to a trial by peers, no
right to an impartial judge, and no right to due process of law.
The conviction rate is 95% due, Sherrill contends, to the fact that
military "justice" is virtually controlled by the local commanders
making the charges in the first place. If civil rights and liberties are
denied to those charged with crimes against the military establishment, human rights are denied those confined in the military prisons.
Here Sherrill describes the filth, cruelty, and degradation that drive
some insane and others to suicide. The underlying rationale for this
whole Kafka-style nightmare is the military's insane obsession with
discipline. This American tragedy, which denies to servicemen and
servicewomen the basic rights that their sacrifice is supposedly helping to preserve, is illustrated with in-depth examinations of the Marine
prison at Camp Pendleton, California; the Presidio "mutiny" that
followed the murder of a prisoner by a guard; and the trial of
Captain Howard Levy, the Army doctor who refused to train Green
Berets.
S. T. W.
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GI RicHrrs AND Aamyr JusTIcE: TBE DRAnprEE's GUmIE. By Robert S.
Rivkin. New York, New York: Grove Press, 1970. Pp. 352. $1.75.
Written by an Army veteran this book serves as a stinging
indictment of American militarism. It demonstrates that a soldier
does have legal rights inside the Army, and that these rights are
enforceable. Much attention is given to meticulously detailing each
step in the complaint process and the often necessary personal followup. With an eye on recent events a chapter is included on orders
to commit war crimes. Court martials are explained from a practical
as well as theoretical standpoint. Reform is urged because of what
every GI soon learns: "there is no such thing in the Army as equal
enforcement of the law." Armed with this guide, the GI will have
a chance to fight back effectively, sometimes by merely forcing the
Army to follow its own rules.
R.E.
NuRTumNG NENW IDEAS: LEGAL BIGHTS & ECONOMIC RoLE-. Edited by

L. James Harris, Washington, D.C.: The Bureau of National
Affairs, Inc., 1969. Pp. 647. $14.50.
The total funds spent annually on research and development in
the United States are estimated to be in the neighborhood of twentyfive billion dollars. This fact reflects the importance of inventions
as a vital element in the advancement of the United States to a position
of technological primacy. It is commonly asserted that the patent
system by promoting inventive resourcefulness, the development of
technical know-how, the investment of risk capital, the scientific
research has been one of the main factors in the promotion of research and development. The articles collected in this volume are
the result of comprehensive study sponsored by the PTC Research
Institute of George Washington University to analyze the role of the
patent system in fostering technological development. The papers
presented cover the broad forum of a patent system: the motivation
and protection of the individual in the creative process, the needs
of the academic, industrial, or governmental organization in which
he works, the effects of governmental policies, the objectives of pending legislative proposals, and, in the final chapter, the international
aspects of patent systems. Thus, this collection of studies presents
an analysis of the function of a patent system in the promotion of
research and development and the technological progress of the
international community.
T.A.M.
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Tim CoBFoAToN AND =E Cnnus. Edited by Robert H. Connery.
New York, New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970. Pp. 187. $7.50.
The Academy of Political Science, in cooperation with the Council
for Financial Aid to Education, has provided a forum for academicians,
administrators and businessmen to explore the challenges which are
certain to face American colleges and Universities in the 1970's. The
interdependence of the community, the corporation, and the campus
necessitates that a cooperative and creative approach be taken to
problem solving. The Corporation and the Campus attempts to
investigate, discover and analyze such an approach.
S.K.
AND R.EvoLT.oN. Edited by Gary R. Weaver and
James H. Weaver. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall,
Inc., 1969. Pp. 180. $5.95.
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One of the most controversial subjects of today, the crisis on the
university campus, is the focus of this collection of articles. Few
editions present such a complete cross section of opinion. The editors
have included spokesmen for the right and for the left, for the black
revolution, for the student revolution. The articles run from the
conservative lectures of Samuel L. Sharp and Russell Kirk to the
personal visions of Mark Rudd and to Eldridge Cleaver's complete
denigration of the American Culture. While the work is replete with
extremism, the majority of the articles, by Seymour M. Lipet, Jack
Newfield and others, takes a middle of the road stance. In perspective
the edition analyzes the moods of student demands in the varied
tones of reason, encouragement, or condemnation.
C.G.M.
CONTEMPT.

Swallow Press, 1970. Pp. 254. $1.95.

The Chicago Conspiracy Trial is well on its way to becoming a
legend in American law and politics. A central part of that legend will
be the controversies over the 175 contempt citations issued to the eight
defendants and two attorneys involved in the trial.
The text of this book is the complete, unedited transcript of these
contempt citations for which ten men were sentenced to what may
be counted as 19 years, 93 days possible imprisonment for contempt
of court. The Preface by Ramsey Clark and Introduction by Harry
Kalven, Jr., Professor of Law, University of Chicago, give insight
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into questions of law and justice raised by these contempt citations
and the concomitant sentencing.
1.H. V.
PEoPLE vs. BLuTcHmE. By Eliot Asinof. New York, New York: The
Viking Press, 1970. Pp. 239. $6.95.
A black storekeeper is beaten by white policemen while "resisting
arrest"; the incident is typical of the confrontation between the black
ghetto and the white establishment which rules it. Though superficial as an examination of racial conflict, this individual story is
both thorough and pertinent.
T. F.
TiE PoLTrcs OF LoCAL Govimwmmr. Edited by James R. Klonoski
& Robert L. Mendelsohn. Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown and Company, 1970. Pp. 255.
The Federal government has long held the attention of the political
and social scientists' research efforts, consequently little work has
been done toward trying to understand and formalize the importance
of the interplay of law, justice and politics at the local level. In this
work editors Klonoski & Mendelsohn have pulled together several
selections of other authors to explore and to try to help the reader
better understand how the local communities' legal system works.
It is persuasively demonstrated despite grandiose policies, laws and
agencies of both the federal and state levels, that the local governmental system is what most determines the quality of a citizen's life.
G.L.E.

